Grant Application Process (6 October 2011)
** This process applies to ALL GRANTS (including EOI) **

Draft ing the
Application

Submit to
ACSBD

ACSBD Review
and Sign off

•SEEK INPUT & FEEDBACK
•During the development of your application, take the opportunity to gain feedback on drafts of your application from
colleagues and the Centre Director/Deputy Director (and your HOS, School Research Director and AD(R) if applicable)

•1 week prior to the USQ internal deadline, the draft appliction should be sent to Nicci Poole at Nicci.poole@usq.edu.au for entry in
to the ACSBD data system. If you are FBL staff, submit a copy of your application to the AD(R) too.
•A coversheet should be attached and is available from http://www.usq.edu.au/~/media/USQ/Research/Grants/USQRESEARCH%20GRANTS%20COVER%20SHEET.ashx
•ORHD will be notified that ACSBD has received the grant application and will be forwarding an EOI or application to them shortly.
•If for some reason you are unable to make the deadline, please let us know that you are intending to submit an application and the
date you expect to have your application ready.

•The draft application will be reviewed and signed off by the Centre Director (and AD(R) if applicable).
•After signatures have been obtained, the application in its entirety, should be forwarded to ORHD.

•On or before the internal deadline the completed application, including all attachments and certification pages,
should be forwarded to ORHDgrants@usq.edu.au. This is generally 3 weeks prior to submission date for grant
applications and 2 days for EOIs that don't require institutional sign off.
•Grants
requiring institutional sign off will then be forward to the DVC(S) for his review and signature.
ORHD Review
and Lodgement •Once signed off, ORHD will submit the application to the funding agency.

Why should this process be followed?
 This process is aimed at supporting the competitiveness of USQ sourced applications.
 To serve as a quality assurance to enhance and potentially increase the number of
successful grant submissions.
 The Research Office forwards periodic reports to the DVC(S) on researcher activity (based
on grants submissions and the outcomes - successful or unsuccessful). The DVC(S) can
assume a researcher has been inactive if their name is not on the report.
 The Government provides USQ with a financial reward for our research activity. If grant
submissions are not reported to the ORHD they are unable to claim them.
 Opportunity to receive constructive feedback from Centre Director and DVC(S).
 Tracking grant submissions impacts ACSBD funding and performance indicators.

